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Abstract—Staggered Redundant execution (SRE) is a fault-
tolerance mechanism that has been widely deployed in the context
of safety-critical applications. SRE not only protects the system in
the presence of faults but also helps relaxing safety requirements
of individual elements. However, in this paper, we show that
SRE does not effectively protect the system against a wide range
of faults and thus, new mechanisms to increase the diversity of
homogeneous cores are needed. In this paper, we propose Register
File Randomization (RFR), a low-cost diversity mechanism that
significantly increases the robustness of homogeneous multicores
in front of common-cause faults (CCFs) and register file wearout.
Our results show that RFR completely removes the failure rate
for register file CCFs for certain workloads and reduces by a
factor of 5X the impact of stress related register file aging for
the workloads analysed. Our implementation requires less than
50 RTL lines of code and the area (FPGA logic) overhead of RFR
is less than 0.2% of a 64-bit RISC-V core FPGA implementation.

Keywords—RISC-V, common cause failures, staggering, aging

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicore platforms are usually the primary option to
cope with the huge computational power demands of fully
autonomous safety-critical systems. However, these high-
complexity computing platforms find difficulties to achieve
the most stringent certification requirements imposed by func-
tional safety standards [1]. Achieving safety certification re-
quires ensuring functional and temporal correctness in the
most stringent yet plausible situations.

Redundant execution (RE) is a fault-tolerant mechanism
that has been widely deployed in the context of safety-
critical applications. RE not only protects the system in the
presence of faults but also helps relaxing safety requirements
of individual elements. For the latter, some form of diversity
has to be implemented in the multicore to meet independence
requirements. Staggered Redundant execution (SRE) is the
most common approach to achieve diversity. SRE can be
implemented by hardware or software means. In hardware,
staggering is usually implemented using lockstep execution.
Examples of lockstep processors are the ST microelectronics
SPC56XL70 [2] and the Tricore [3] chips. In COTS multi-
cores, SRE can be regarded as inherent property in systems of
very high-complexity [4] or can be achieved by appropriately
delaying and monitoring the execution of redundant tasks [5].

Unfortunately, as we show in this paper, SRE does not
protect the system in front of common-cause faults (CCFs)

that do not have a transient nature. For instance, faults that are
a consequence of manufacturing defects that escape the diag-
nostic coverage of in place safety mechanisms or faults that
originate due to the wearout of the devices are not effectively
protected with SRE. Thus, new means are required to increase
the diversity in homogeneously designed computing devices.
In this context, we propose a new safety mechanisms that
improves the robustness of redundant execution in multicore
platforms. The proposed mechanism performs a Register File
Randomization (RFR) that increases the robustness of homo-
geneous multicores by improving the protection against CCFs
affecting the register-file. In particular, we make the following
contributions:

• We design the RFR mechanism and define how to design
efficient randomizer circuits.

• We tailor the RFR mechanism to a particular processor
design and implement it in a RTL description of this 64-
bit RISC-V core CPU.

• We analyse the effectiveness of SRE in front of CCFs
originated in the register file of a 64-bit RISC-V core
pipeline in a triple-modular redundancy (TMR) setup.

• We evaluate the effectiveness of RFR to protect the
system from CCFs affecting the register file, the benefits
provide by RFR in the wearout of the register file, and
the overheads incurred by the proposed implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the necessary background on safety critical systems
and relevant fault models. Section III describes our RFR
proposal. RFR is evaluated in Section IV. Finally, Section V
surveys the related research and conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Functional Safety Certification Challenges

Safety-critical systems have to go through a certification
process to show they adhere to the requirements imposed
by functional safety standards. Functional safety standards
exist for different domain applications and impose different
constraints to the development of electronic equipment. In
the context of autonomous applications, the more relevant
safety standards are the Road vehicles – Functional safety



(ISO26262 [6]) and the Functional Safety of Electrical/Elec-
tronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related Systems (IEC-
61508) [7].

Both ISO26262 and IEC-61508 define safety integrity levels
(SILs or Automotive SILs for ISO26262) representing the
risk that can be associated to a specific system functionality.
The higher the SIL the more measures have to be taken to
avoid the possibility of hazardous situations. Enabling safety-
relevant systems to operate autonomously requires the core
functionalities of those systems to achieve the highest SIL [8]
because autonomy, at least in transportation systems, generally
defeats the possibility of transitioning to a safe state. The
implications of this in the design of autonomous systems is
huge, since complexity has been usually avoided in critical
applications [9].

B. SIL Decomposition

Achieving ASIL-D –assuming ISO26262 nomenclature–
requires reaching diagnostic coverage values and failure rates
that are generally beyond of what can be achieved for complex
CPU cores with state of the practice tools and methodolo-
gies [10]. Thus, to achieve the highest ASILs (e.g., ASIL-
D or ASIL-C), practitioners rely on the properties of SIL
decomposition [10]. SIL decomposition is a mechanism that
allows to split the functionalities of a system and attribute each
of them a given criticality level. To apply SIL decomposition
functionalities with a given SIL must be independent. With
SIL decomposition, one can relax criticality requirements of
individual CPU cores employing redundancy if these cores are
shown to operate on an independent manner. In practical terms,
independent functioning translates into the ability to exhibit
different behaviour (a.k.a diversity) in presence of common-
cause faults (CCFs). CCFs are those faults that can affect
replicas of a system similarly and have the potential to cause
erroneous outputs of a circuit replica to get undetected.

C. Diverse Redundancy

Truly diverse CPU cores can only be achieved when these
elements are designed on an independent manner. For instance,
cores are diverse when using different ISAs or completely
different microarchitectural implementations. However, in the
majority of systems, the cost of developing, verifying, and
validating such electronics equipment devices is not negligible.
The cost of implementing a fully diverse CPU core roughly
multiplies by N the development costs of a N-modular redun-
dancy system. Therefore, designing fully diverse CPU cores
becomes unpractical.

The most common approach to implement diversity is
lockstep execution. Dual-core lockstep (DCLS) processors
are widely deployed in automotive applications and have
been shown compatible with ASIL-D requirements in certain
applications [3], [2]. In DCLS sytems, the leading and trailing
cores will, by construction, never execute the same instructions
at the same time. Thus, transient common-cause faults (e.g.,
voltage drops) affecting the system will not produce the same
erroneous behaviour in each of the replicas. Additionally,

in the physical implementation process, the layout of these
functionally identical cores can be slightly modified (e.g.,
implementing rotation) to increase the coverage of faults
related to the physical implementation.

D. Fault Models

As explained above, DCLS provides diversity for transient
faults and has the potential to tolerate certain types of manu-
facturing defects when implementing diversity at the physical
implementation level too [11]. However, for the latter it is not
clear to what extent the current diversity techniques will be
effective in future manufacturing processes targeting smaller
technology nodes. Note that for complex systems incorporat-
ing small technology nodes, the lack of defect models data,
the coverage limits of testing [12], and the amplified impact of
aging [13] pose serious difficulties to the reliability modeling
of such systems.

In general, as the complexity of cores increases and node
technology shrink down, the effectiveness of the diversity
means provided by DCLS systems might not suffice [14].
Thus, new techniques increasing the diversity of the CPU cores
are required. These new techniques must consider not only
random transient fault effects but also systematic effects that
appear repeatedly in the same device structures [15] and the
correlation effects occurring in neighbouring cells [16].

CCFs affecting register file structures are especially critical
for the robustness of multi-core systems, as it is evinced
in [17]. Despite register files occupy relatively small area in
modern processors, they have very high access rate, and their
faults are rapidly propagated across the whole system [18].

III. REGISTER FILE RANDOMIZATION

In this section we describe the Register File Randomization
(RFR) mechanism proposed in this paper, its implementation
in a RTL RISC-V core description, and the increased robust-
ness properties it provides.

A. Architectural Modifications

RFR is a low-cost technique that increases the robustness of
SRE. The goal of this technique is to dynamically modify the
physical register file access pattern by using a randomization
mechanism. We distinguish the architectural (or logical) from
the physical register file entry. This randomization mechanism
allows us to have different register file mappings (i.e modify-
ing the binding from the logical register to the the particular
physical register entry) so that systematic faults affecting the
register file structures can be detected with SRE. In particular,
RFR combines the index bits required to access the register file
with the core ID and a random value to generate a randomized
index to access register file contents.

RFR modifies the access to the register file by keeping the
remaining parts of the core unaltered. These modifications are
needed in each of the SoC cores. The architectural view of the
RFR mechanism is depicted in Figure 1. As shown in the plot,
RFR does only require the introduction of a hashing circuit
at the register file input to randomize the indexes to access
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Fig. 1. Architectural modifications needed to implement RFR

the register file. Additionally, RFR needs to have access to
the core ID bits, which are usually available at several core
structures, and requires having a random number generator
able to provide a new key value every time the system is
reset. The rest of the core remains unaltered. Random number
generators are already included in several SoC designs [19]
or can be added to the SoC at a very low cost [20]. Another
possibility is to compute the random value as part of the boot
up process. Note that, in our case, a pseudo random number
generator is sufficient to achieve the randomization properties
needed by RFR.

B. Randomizer Design

The hashing function to randomize the register index must
fullfill the following requirements:

• (R1) The resulting register mapping (randomization) must
be different at each core in the SoC (i.e. the same
architectural register is mapped to a different physical
register at each core).

• (R2) Every physical register is assigned to one and only
one architectural register (i.e. there are no collisions in
the mapping).

• (R3) At a given core, each physical register can be chosen
for mapping with equal probability.

R1 is required to ensure diversity and it is fullfilled if the
hash function takes into account not only the architectural
register index but also a different key at each core. This can
be easily accomplished with a key computed as a function of
core ID.

R2 is mandatory, as mapping several architectural registers
to the same physical register is obviously incorrect. It is
fullfilled if the hash function maps each element of the output
set to exactly one element of the input set (i.e, the hash
function is injective). As the cardinal of the input and output
set is the same (i.e. the register index has the same number of
bits), the hash function should be bijective.

R3 guarantees that the utilization of the registers is as
uniform as possible during the lifetime of the device. It is
fulfilled if the hash function considers a random key as an
input.

Formally, the hashing function H obtains the physical
register p from three inputs: the index of the architectural
register x, a random key value r, and the core ID c.

Different valid hashing functions could be used. For the
sake of implementation simplicity, we propose using a hashing
function based on the bitwise XOR function. Bitwise XOR

has been widely used for hashing, reducing conflict misses in
caches [21] , branch predictors [22] and routing algorithms
[23]. In particular, the hashing function obtains the physical
register p by bitwise xoring the index of the architectural
register x with a key value k:

p = H(x, k) = x⊕ k

The key value k depends on a random key value r and the
core ID c, and is computed by using also a bitwise XOR, as
follows:

k = r ⊕D(c)

where D is a function that computes a hash key as function
of core ID. This function could be as simple as the identity.
However, we propose using a function that tries to maximize
the Hamming distance among computed keys. This enforces
diversity and randomization. By using this approach, we min-
imize the possibility of not capturing systematic error patterns
in neighbouring or adjacent registers [16]. It is noteworthy to
mention that, as the number of cores in the system increases,
the effect of randomization decreases (due to the reduced
Hamming distance among the keys). However, this can be
easily solved by clustering groups of cores in a manycore,
and reusing IDs between them, since redundancy is usually
employed between a limited number of cores (e.g., three
modular redundant system).

The random key r is computed every time the system is reset
and is the same for all cores in the SoC. Using a different key
value after each reset guarantees R3. On the other hand, the
key value k = r⊕D(c) leads to a different value at each core,
as r is the same for all cores but D(c) is obviously different
at each core, thus fulfilling R1. Finally, the physical register
is computed by using a bitwise XOR function (p = x ⊕ k),
which is bijective, thus fulfilling R2.

Notice that the number of bits of the register index p and
x, the random key value r and the result of D(c) (c is the
core ID) should be the same. In practice, this means that the
number of architectural registers will determine the number of
bits to use. With the 32 typical register file size, 5 bits will
be used. Therefore, a 5-bit random key is required and, most
important, D(c) range is limited to 32. This limit should not
be a problem, since, as explained above, the amount of cores
used to implement redundancy is limited. For large SoCs, cores
can be clustered into smaller groups, and IDs reused using the
least significant bits of the actual core ID.

Figure 2 shows a detailed view of the randomizer circuit.
As shown in the plot, the implementation is very simple. The
random key value r is computed once per system reset and
the D(c) function is fixed. Therefore, the key k could be
precomputed and stored in a system special purpose register.
In addition, this key is bitwise xored with the logical register
index x to obtain the physical register index p. At the end,
only a two-input XOR gate is required at the address input of
the register file. Although this may lead to a slight increase
(a 2-input XOR gate delay) in the register file access time, it
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should not be a problem unless it is in the critical path, which
is not usually the case. Notice, though, that the implementation
shown corresponds to a 6-port register file (see below).

The RFR (randomizer) circuit itself can be protected against
faults by means of the common TMR scheme. Nevertheless,
given that RFR is deployed in a system that already imple-
ments a diverse redundancy (SRE), such additional protection
of RFR circuit would be usually unnecessary.

C. Robustness Improvement

RFR improves the robustness in two main aspects. First, it
allows to correct or detect common-cause faults originated in
the register file by modifying the effective physical location of
registers in the different core replicas. Notice that common-
cause faults are more likely to affect the same physical
register since core replicas are implemented using the same
SRAM macrocells and usually have the same layout structure.
Additionally, in the absence of RFR, the same register entries
are stressed with very similar activity patterns. Specially, when
they are devoted to implement SRE.

Second, RFR also mitigates the effect of wearout in the
layout due to stress by uniformizing the utilization of regis-
ter file cells. Generally, Application Binary Interface (ABI)
and programs impose specific usages to registers that make
them to be unevenly utilized. Additionally, in the context
of critical systems, workloads are usually repetitive, which
exacerbates more this uneven distribution effect. By using the
RFR technique proposed in this paper, all registers are used
uniformly, which reduces the impact of aging effects that have
a direct dependency on the utilization, such as the hot carrier
injection (HCI) [24] or time-dependent dielectric breakdown
(TDDB) [25].

D. RFR implementation in the NOEL-V SoC

We have implemented RFR in the NOEL-V RV64 core
to validate the mechanism properties and the possibility to
bring it to a real design. NOEL-V is a processor designed
by Cobham Gaisler. The RTL description of the NOEL-V
core is open-source (GPLv2) and can be downloaded from the

Cobham Gaisler website [26]. The 64-bit RISC-V ISA defines
32 integer and general purpose 64-bit registers and 32 64-bit
floating point registers. Thus, 5 bits are required to index both
the general purpose integer and floating point register files.

On the other hand, NOEL-V core uses a 7-stage pipeline.
Register file access is located at the 3rd stage of pipeline. As
stages 1st and 5th are devoted to instruction and data cache
access, respectively, they will incur in a higher delay and these
stages will likely to be the in critical path. Thus, the slight
increase in register access time due to the RFR should not have
any impact in clock cycle. Indeed, as the core is dual-issue,
up to 4 registers can be read and 2 registers can be written
every clock cycle. This means that the RFR mechanism must
be applied on a per read and write port basis. However, the
circuitry related to the computation of the key (k = r⊕D(c)))
will be shared among all ports.

Figure 2 shows the implementation of RFR in NOEL-V.
To implement RFR we take the core ID bits (c) from hindex
parameter (a read-only register). For the random 5-bit key
(r) we have implemented a pseudo random number generator
(PRNG) that uses a linear-feedback shift register as described
in [20]. The bits of the PRNG are kept constant and only
modified after a system reset to ensure the consistency of
register file data. The hash obtained from the core ID (D(c))
is bitwise xored with the random key (r) to obtain the key
value k bits. Thus, the k key is computed once after system
reset and it is stored in a special purpose register. This value is
bitwise xored with the architectural register index x to obtain
the physical index p. As the register file has 4 read and 2 write
ports, randomization has to be performed at each address port.

An special case arises when applying the RFR mechanism
to RISC-V architecture. RISC-V (and other) ISA specification
defines one architectural register to be read-only and hardwired
to zero. In particular, the “x0” is a dedicated zero register. We
can deal with this issue in two ways. First, we can ignore
that special case at the RFR mechanism, thus putting the
complexity in the core pipeline and register file design. The
register file must be aware of which index maps to register x0
to avoid writes and keep the guaranteed zero value.

Another solution is to consider the special mapping at the
RFR level. The hashing function should do nothing when
applied to x0 (i.e, architectural register 00000 will be mapped
to physical register 00000). As stated above, as the hash
function must be bijective, this implies that the architectural
register that the hash function originally map to 00000 should
now return a different value. The only valid (or available)
one is precisely the value the mapping originally returned to
architectural register x0. Formally, to deal with this case, the
hash function is defined as follows:

p = H(x, k) =

 0 if x = 0
k if x = k

x⊕ k otherwise

Notice that this solution, while simpler, has the problem
that one architectural register (i.e. register with index k) will
not be randomized, thus only partially fulfilling R1 and R3
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TABLE I. Details of the considered workloads

Workload Description 
Duration 

under δ=0 
(clock cycles) 

Matmult Matrix multiplication adapted from MiBench-automotive suite 3800 

AES AES-256 encryption adapted from Tiny-AES 18800 

Dijkstra Finding shortest paths on the graph 
Adapted from Mibench-networking suite 12400 

CRC Cyclic redundancy check from Malardalen WCET suite 1500 

Qsort Quick sort based on stdlib 15000 

BinarySearch Binary search within an array of key-value structures 
Heavily modified version of bs from Malardalen WCET suite 3400 

FIR Finite impulse response filter adapted from Malardalen WCET 
suite without major modifications 3600 

requirements. In this paper, we have opt for this simple
solution. This has the advantage of avoiding the need to
introduce deeper modifications to the RTL code which would
require re-verification of the whole integer pipeline.

The NOEL-V core amounts a total of 12473 lines of code
whereas our modifications, without considering the PRNG
external module, incur in only 46 lines of code concentrated
in only 2 files. The PRNG is a simple module and in our
particular implementation we required only 22 lines of code.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Platform Setup

As stated above, we have implemented the proposed RFR
mechanism in the NOEL-V [26] processor from Cobham
Gaisler. NOEL-V is an open-source core that implements a 64-
bit RISC-V core [27] with the integer, floating point, atomics
and multiply and divide extensions (a.k.a IMAFD).

To evaluate our proposal, we use the multicore configuration
of NOEL-V to implement a triple-modular redundant system.
Diverse redundancy in this system is achieved by means of
staggered execution (using only software means). As work-
loads we have selected seven benchmark programs detailed in
Table I. These benchmarks are adapted from MiBench [28],
Malardalen WCET [29] and Tiny-AES [30] suites to operate in
a multicore configuration in which each benchmark is executed
in three cores simultaneously. The execution of the workload
(kernel) in each core can be delayed by a configurable number
of clock cycles proportional to core ID (δ × c). In this case
study, three different inter-core delays have been tested under
δ = 0, δ = 100 and δ = 1000. The processing results of
each workload are stored in the form of a linear array in the

dedicated area of AXI memory. Figure 3 shows further details
regarding the TMR design under study.

To evaluate the robustness improvement attainable by means
of proposed RFR mechanism we perform two different exper-
iments.

The first experiment relies on simulation-based fault injec-
tion (SBFI) to evaluate the robustness improvement of the
design under test (DUT) in front of CCFs. Using custom
publicly available SBFI tool [31] we performed 5000 SBFI
tests per each combination of seven considered workloads with
three different staggering delays δ.

The faultload is represented by transient faults (bit-flips)
simultaneously affecting register files of three NOELV cores.
Bit-flips are uniformly sampled in time (any time instant
during workload execution) and space (any of 32x64 Register
File (RF) bits). Each fault sampled for one of the cores is
simultaneously injected into the same RF bit of the rest of
NOEL-V cores. The classification of experimental outcome in
each SBFI test comprises two steps. First, the fault effect is
determined for each individual NOEL-V core, being it either a
match (masked or latent fault) if the core has stored the correct
results to its dedicated memory area, or a failure otherwise
(incorrect/absent results). Second, the results produced by each
core are voted attending to the TMR scheme, and compared
to the reference results (obtained during fault-free simulation),
being registered as either TMR match, or TMR failure.

For the comparison purposes, the same SBFI test has been
also performed for the DUT with disabled RFR mechanism.
SBFI experiments have been executed on a HPC cluster, using
150 parallel simulation processes. The total execution time to
perform the scheduled 210 thousands of SBFI runs amounted
to roughly 50 hours.

The second test performs simulation-based profiling of RF
accesses in each NOEL-V core to evaluate the uniformity of
registers utilization under the enabled and disabled RFR mech-
anism. As previously explained, this uniformity is considered
as one of the indicators of RF wearout intensity. In each of
1000 tests, a new random key is generated, the workloads
are simulated and the number of read and write accesses to
each register is traced. Remember that each RF has four read
ports and two write ports, since NOEL-V implements dual-
issue pipeline. For the simplicity of subsequent analysis, all
accesses to these ports are aggregated on a per-register basis,
i.e. producing a number of reads and number of writes metric
for each physical register.

B. Robustness Evaluation

The results of SBFI experiment for the original DUT (with
disabled RFR mechanism) are summarized in Fig. 4-a. As it
can be seen, the failure rate of each individual NOEL-V core
ranges between 1% (CRC workload) and 6% (Qsort work-
load). An important observation regarding the original model
is that staggered execution provided rather marginal robustness
improvement for the TMR assembly. Indeed, a noticeable
reduction of TMR failure rate (in comparison with individual
cores) is observed only in four cases (out of 21): Matmult
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Fig. 4. Failure rate of individual NOEL cores and TMR assembly under staggered execution: (a) register randomization disabled,
(b) register randomization enabled. Error bars represent sampling error for 95% confidence.

with high inter-core delay (δ = 1000), CRC with medium
and high delay (δ = 100 and δ = 1000), and Binary Search
with high inter-core delay. These results indicate that staggered
execution is rather inefficient for protecting the DUT against
CCFs in the register file, even under the increasing inter-core
delays. This may be explained by the very high criticality of
some RF registers, i.e. bit-flips affecting these registers cause
a processor core to fail independently of fault injection time.

The results of SBFI experiment for the DUT protected by
RFR mechanism are summarized in Fig. 4-b. As it can be
seen, enabling RFR leads to significant reduction of TMR
failure rate in all cases. More precisely, this robustness gain
ranges between 2X (Qsort) and 10X (Matmult, Binary search).
Furthermore, in some cases, the TMR was able to tolerate
all injected CCFs. In particular, no TMR failures has been
observed in five cases: CRC (δ = 0, δ = 1000), Binary Search

(δ = 0, δ = 1000), FIR (δ = 0). This robustness improvement
can be explained by mapping the critical logical registers to
different physical registers in each core, which lowers the
probability of CCF to cause simultaneous failure of several
NOEL-V cores.

The results of RF profiling experiment are summarized
in Fig. 5. As it can be seen from Fig. 5-a, in the original
DUT six consecutive registers (x11 to x16) have dominating
access rate, which exceeds the access rate of the rest of
registers by an order of magnitude. In the RISC-V ABI,
this range of registers corresponds to function arguments.
This uneven distribution of registers utilization is especially
pronounced in case of write transactions. The peak access
rate (8 millions of read/write transactions in 1000 consecutive
workload executions) is measured for x14 and x15. While
the access rate of x3 and x4 is close to zero. In the RISC-
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Fig. 5. Amount of read and write operations (total of all tested workloads) measured for each RF register in a sequence of
1000 tests: (a) RF randomization disabled, (b) RF randomization enabled

V ABI, these registers are the global and the thread pointer,
respectively.

As it can be seen from the Fig. 5-b, after enabling the
RFR mechanism, the RF accesses become distributed much
more evenly. The resulting access rate of all registers ranges
between 1.4 and 1.7 millions of read/write transactions per
1000 workload executions (remember that a new random key is
generated in each execution). In such a way, RFR mechanism
not only equalizes the the relative criticality of physical RF
registers, but also reduces the absolute stress suffered by RF, as
the maximum access rate per register is reduced from 8× 106

per 1000 workload runs to just 1.7× 106.
Finally, in the original system some logical registers have

much higher access rates than the rest of the registers (as
shown in Fig. 5-a), which leads to increased electrical stress
of corresponding physical registers. In the instrumented system
(with RFR mechanism) these logical registers periodically
become remapped onto different physical registers, allowing
to equalize the electrical stress suffered by each register, and
thus to extend the overall device lifetime.

Fig. 6 illustrates the relative lifetime improvement, com-
puted as the ratio between the access rate of most active
register in the original system, and the access rate of most
active register in the RFR-instrumented system. As it can
be seen, in our case study, enabling RFR reduces the stress
of physical registers (improves RF lifetime) from 4.7 times
(CRC) to 7.4 times (binary search).

C. Overhead Analysis

Both original and RFR-instrumented NOEL-V designs have
been synthesized and implemented (as a part of a custom SoC)
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Fig. 6. Lifetime improvement factor resulting from equalized
FR utilization

TABLE II. Utilization of LUTs in the original and RFR-
instrumented SoC

Core-0 Core-1 Core-2 Core-3 SoC 
Original SoC 17501 17915 17889 18150 198536 
RFR-instrumented SoC 17576 17164 18623 17786 198865 

onto a Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA (device part xcvu9pflga2104-
2L), by means of Vivado 2019.1 suite. The SoC is composed
of 4 cores (although our TMR system only uses 3 cores).
According to the logic utilization and timing reports generated
by Vivado, our implementation of RFR doesn’t introduce
noticeable overhead neither on utilization of FPGA resources,
nor on timing properties (critical paths).

The precise utilization of LUTs in original and RFR-
instrumented SoC is listed in Table II. As it can be seen,
the difference between the FPGA resources employed by
each core using the same implementation is higher than the



area overheads of RFR which makes difficult to quantify its
(negligible) impact on area overheads. These minor differences
in used FPGA resources among the cores can be attributed to
logic optimizations [32] applied by Vivado on cross-boundary
basis, such as resource sharing, LUT combining, retiming, etc.
On the other hand, the entire RFR-instrumented SoC utilizes
329 more LUTs than the original SoC, which translates into
less than 0.2% of utilization overhead.

The area overheads of a potential ASIC implementation of
RFR can also be regarded as negligible. The RFR hashing
circuit for the considered DUT would require the following
macrocells: 60 XNOR gates, 12 AND gates, 30 MUX2 gates,
35 XOR gates, and 15 Flip-Flops. Remember that we remove
the delay of xoring the random key and the hash function of
the core ID by storing the result in a dedicated register. Thus,
the resulting delay of the hashing circuit would be equal to
a chain of three logic gates: one XNOR, one AND, and one
MUX2.

V. RELATED WORK

Register file errors can be supported by using error cor-
rection codes (ECC) or parity. The Intel Montecito [33]
implements parity in the register file. Implementing parity
incurs in little overheads, but requires software support to
recover from errors. On the contrary, the utilization of ECC
involves higher costs, but enables the automatic correction
of faults. In the context of processors operating in harsh
environments (e.g., the space domain), Single Error Correction
Dual Error Detection (SEC-DED) can be applied to protect the
register file contents. This is the case of the LEON SPARC
core implemented in the NGMP multicore CPU [34], the
Jetson NVIDIA platform or the Infineon AURIX processor [3].
Unfortunately, the simple protection of memory structures and
interconnects is not enough to achieve the stringent robustness
requirements imposed by the highest criticality fail-operational
applications (e.g ASIL-D autonomous systems). In these very
complex systems, dual or triple modular diverse redundancy
is additionally required to achieve the target failure metrics
imposed by domain-specific safety standards [8].

Several works have been proposed to achieve diverse re-
dundant execution in multicores. Lockstep multicore designs
implementing the sphere of replication at the on-chip bus
(a.k.a light-lockstep) are very well known and have been
deployed [3], [2] or proposed [11] in the context of automo-
tive ASIL-D and ASIL-C applications. For COTS platforms,
software solutions to achieve diverse redundant execution have
also been proposed for multicores [5] and GPUs [35], and de-
ployed in industrial domains [36]. In all these works, diversity
is principally achieved by implementing SRE. However, SRE
does not effectively protect the systems for CCFs that do not
exhibit a transient behaviour (e.g., the ones originated in the
register file due to wearout or systematic defects). As long
as small technology nodes (e.g., 7nm) are deployed in safety-
related areas, the introduction of new diversity techniques to
cope with increasing fault rates becomes mandatory [13].

Several mechanisms to protect SRAM structures from
wearout processes have been also proposed in the literature
for CPUs [37] and GPUs [38]. These mechanisms target bias
temperature instability (NBTI) wearout effects and thus, are
orthogonal to our proposal. Likewise, work in [39] evinces
that balancing RF utilization in MIPS processors alleviates
the NBTI-related RF wearout. The impact of randomized
cache designs in HCI-related wearout effects have also been
proposed in [40]. Similarly as our mechanism does, random-
ized cache designs distribute cache accesses uniformily across
the different cache sets, reducing the impact of the HCI-
related degradation. Interestingly, randomized cache designs
–although not evaluated yet– do also have the potential to
improve the diversity of homogenous core designs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Mitigation of common-cause faults (CCFs) becomes an
important concern in the design of resilient systems. As it has
been experimentally shown in this paper, staggered redundant
execution is rather inefficient for protecting multicore proces-
sors against CCFs. On the one hand, this is due to the very high
criticality of core processor structures (such as register file),
which, being affected by a fault, are very likely to lead a core
(hardware thread) to failure under most runtime conditions. On
the other hand, a very pronounced non-uniformity in utilization
of RF registers leads to quicker wearout of the most utilized
RF registers.

This paper has proposed a register file randomization mech-
anism (RFR) that addresses the two aforementioned problems.
First, by providing a diverse mapping between logical and
physical registers across processor cores, it makes that critical
logical registers are less likely to be simultaneously affected
by CCFs. Our experiments have shown that this improves
the robustness of the resulting system up to an order of
magnitude. Second, by periodically remapping logical registers
to a different set of physical registers (by changing a random
key), it also equalizes the utilization rate of physical registers.
This reduces the electrical stress suffered by the most active
physical registers, and extends the overall system lifetime (by
4 to 7 times in our presented case study).

Future work should study the possibility of using random-
ized register remapping directly at the level of processor
pipeline, in order to further improve the robustness (and poten-
tially the security) features of processor cores. Some particular
problems to be addressed in this way are the special usage
of some architectural registers and the implicit assumptions
imposed by compilers on such registers.
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